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INTRODUCTION 

Beyblade is a competitive spinning top game where two players -- known as Bladers -- 

shoot their Beyblade into a small arena -- known as BeyStadium -- in a competition referred 

to as a BeyBattle. Beyblades are spinning tops that can be customized to give them 

different attributes. The last Beyblade spinning inside of the BeyStadium wins! 

There are three basic types of Beyblades: Attack, Defense and Stamina.  

Attack-type Beyblades are designed to move quickly and aggressively in order to knock 

the opposing Beyblade out of the BeyStadium. The tradeoff for this aggressiveness is that 

the Beyblade can only spin for a very short amount of time. If it doesn’t win early in the 

BeyBattle, it will generally lose.  

Defense-type Beyblades are designed to take powerful hits without being 

knocked out of the BeyStadium. They are best used to fight Attack types. If 

the Attack-type cannot knock the Defense type away quickly, it will lose.  

Stamina-type Beyblades are designed to take constant hits and remain 

spinning. Unlike Defense types, Stamina Beyblades are designed to keep 

spinning through consistent damage but do not deal well with single, 

heavy hits. Due to their parts, they are generally lightweight.  

The fourth type, Balance, is a combination of two types of Beyblades.  

Bladers can take apart their Beyblades and customize them with different parts. 

By designing your own Beyblade, you can build one that suits your own strategy 

and battle style!  

The World Beyblade Organization is the unofficial sanctioning body for Beyblade all over 

the world. We offer a comprehensive ranking system, the Beywiki -- a Beyblade 

encyclopedia with comprehensive information -- and the largest Beyblade discussion 

community anywhere in the world! 

In this book are the official rules that must be adhered to in WBO BeyBattles. Please read 

them carefully before playing.  

 

 

This is just a rule book! For more information about Beyblade and the World 

Beyblade Organization, visit our official website at worldbeyblade.org! 
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BEYBATTLE 

BeyBattles are divided into rounds. To win a BeyBattle, the Blader must win three individual 

rounds.  

 Conditions for winning a round: 

     Out-spinning the opposing Beyblade.  

       The opposing Beyblade exiting the BeyStadium.  
     In the Burst format, the opposing Beyblade separating.  

 

 Penalty Conditions:  
If a Blader touches either Beyblade or the BeyStadium    

     during an active round, the round immediately ends and  

     the opposing Blader wins the round.  

     If a Blader touches the BeyStadium during or prior to an  

          active round, the round immediately ends and the  

          opposing Blader wins the round. It is the Bladers’  

          responsibility to position themselves correctly on  

          the side of the BeyStadium that suits their needs,  

          while still remaining adjacent to their opponent  

          before the battle begins (see diagram to the right).  

Bladers can however request permission to the judge to inspect the stadium before  

any BeyBattle. Once the permission is granted, the Blader can pick it up and inspect  

it, but the stadium must be replaced in the exact position it used to have.  

     If a Blader shoots too early or too late, the round immediately ends and the  

          opposing Blader wins the round.  

 

In the case of a draw, neither Blader is awarded a victory for that round.  

The opposing Beyblade breaking voids the round and the owner must replace the broken 

piece with an identical part. If they are unable to find a suitable replacement, it affords the 

opponent an automatic win for the BeyBattle. If both Beyblades are found to have 

broken at the same time, both Bladers may choose new Beyblades, and the BeyBattle will 

be reset. The opposing Beyblade separating ends the round and affords you an 

automatic win for the round.  

(Knocking the Bit Chip off a Plastic Beyblade does not constitute separation.) 

 

Selection of Beyblade and Launcher 

 The Blader’s Beyblade selection is to be considered undecided until the Beyblade is 

attached to the Launcher. Once the Beyblade is attached to a Launcher, that Beyblade 

must be shown to the judge, and used for the duration of the BeyBattle. It may be 

unhooked as long as that precise combination ends up being used once both Bladers are 

at the stadium. An attempt to attach a Beyblade to a Launcher even if it does not fit also 

counts as an attachment. Bladers may not pretend to attach their selection to their 

launcher in order to see what their opponent is using before choosing their own. Doing so 

would cause the Blader a round loss and new selections would be done for both Bladers in 

a new Stalling Clause. 

Note : If using a Beyblade that has multiple modes, it is illegal to change the mode of 

the part(s) if you have to separate or disassemble the Beyblade in any way to do 
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so. This means that parts such as Lightning L-Drago and BD145 – which require the 

Beyblade to be disassembled in order to change modes – cannot be changed during a 

single BeyBattle. However, you may legally change the modes of parts such as CH120, 

TH170, and HF/S as many times as you like during a single BeyBattle. On the countdown, 

both Bladers need to be ready to launch though.  

 

 The complete selection process must be conducted in a double-blind manner. Any 

attempt to peek at or know about the opponent's Beyblade selection when called for an 

official match against them may lead to disqualification. Both Bladers must turn their back 

to each other and only turn to face the stadium when both of them have told the judge 

that they are 'set', when their Beyblade is attached to their launcher. The selection can 

only last a maximum of 3 minutes.  

 

 The Blader is free to select a different Launcher or, in the case of a Dual Shooter, Spin 

Direction, unless they have already attached the Beyblade or inserted a Winder. Once 

either of these actions has been performed, the Shooter cannot be changed. In the case of 

the Dual Shooter, the Spin Direction can be changed between rounds.  

 

BeyLauncher LR 

 The BeyLauncher LR must be used with its cap.  

 Spin Direction can be changed on the BeyLauncher LR in between rounds, but it may not 

be changed when a Beyblade is already attached to one of its sets of prongs. This rule 

applies to all dual-spin launchers.  

 

Rules of Shooting 

 Both Bladers must be kneeling on the floor adjacent from each other at the BeyStadium. If 

under some circumstances the BeyStadium must be placed on a table, both Bladers are to 

stand adjacent to each other.  

 Each Blader is allowed only the space of half of the BeyStadium while preparing to launch 

and while launching. The limit should be parallel to both Bladers. Any disrespect of this 

rule, after reasonable warning by the judge, will count as an automatic loss of the round 

for the offending Blader.  

 The point at which the Beyblade leaves the shooter must be no further than 30 cm away 

from the BeyStadium.  

 If a winder-based launcher is being used, a legal launch consists of the winder being 

pulled out of the shooter, rather than pushed in.  

 Before launching and counting down, the judge asks both Bladers whether they are ready, 

or in other words if their selected Beyblade is attached. Any answer must be the truth. 

 The judge counts down, "3! 2! 1! Go Shoot!" For a launch to be legal, the Beyblade must 

be launched as the word "shoot" is called. The same rule applies for "3! 2! 1! Let it rip!", 

where the Beyblade must be launched on "rip".  
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Rev-Up Launcher 

 The Rev-Up Launcher must be used either in the same method as with a BeyLauncher, or 

with its proper use, by revving it up.  

 This launcher can only be revved during the countdown, before "Shoot!" or "rip!" are said.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FORMATS 
 

In all formats, all sideline or stadium-specific parts are illegal, for example: Dome Spin 

Tracks. All products must be explicitly part of the official Beyblade toyline.  
 
 
 

 Standard Format (STD) 

  In this format, only Beyblades from the Metal Fight Beyblade/Beyblade: Metal Fusion/  

     /Masters/Fury/Shogun Steel system (August 2008 onwards, onto Zero-G) are legal.  

 

 Heavy Metal System Format (HMS) 

     In this format, only Beyblades from the Heavy Metal System are legal.  

 

 Plastic Format (PLA) 

     In this format, only Beyblades using the original Plastic system are legal.  

 

 Zero-G Format (ZRG) 

     In this format, all Beyblades from the Metal Fight Beyblade system (August 2008  

        onwards, onto Zero-G) are legal. However, only Zero-G Stadiums may be used.  

 

 Limited Format (LTD) 

     In this format, only Beyblades from the Metal Fight Beyblade system (August 2008  

        onwards, onto Zero-G) are legal, unless their parts are banned in this Rule Book (11).  

 

 Burst Format (BST) 

     In this format, only Beyblades from the Beyblade Burst system (June 2015 onwards)           

        are legal.  

 

 Team Format (TMS, TMH, TMP, TMZ, TML, TMB) 

       This special format variant may be played while using any of the above formats.  

Bladers form teams of three and play against each other in “Team BeyBattles”. Please  

       see the Event Guide for a specific outline of how this format works. Legal stadiums  

       from the appropriate Beyblade format must be used, as described in the following  

       matrix.  
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BeyStadium Matrix 
 

The following chart shows which BeyStadiums are legal in which formats, with the formats 

listed along the top and the BeyStadium names on the left side. Hasbro BeyStadiums are 

illegal for WBO-sanctioned play.  

 
 

Standard / Limited 
Heavy Metal 

System 
Plastic Burst 

Burst Standard Type     
Attack Type     
Balance Type *     
Stamina Type     
Wide Square Type     
Super Attack Type     
Extreme BeyStadium     
Tornado BeyStadium     
Triple Battle Type 

(Sonokong)     
Super Control Type     
Tornado Attack     
Tornado Balance     
Tornado Balance Type 

S     
 

 

 

Any BeyStadium not listed or mentioned on this page is to be considered illegal in all 

formats.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to practice safety during BeyBattles! Always keep your distance and don’t lean over 

the BeyStadium! While the WBO does not mandate the use of BeyStadium fences, we 

recommend their use for young children.  
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GENERAL RULES 
 

 

In-Play and Out of Play Clarifications 
 

 When is a Beyblade considered no longer spinning?  

     A Beyblade is considered to still be spinning as long as the Beyblade is still visibly  

        rotating compared to the other Beyblade. In the case of Engine Gear Beyblades, they  

        are considered to still be spinning as long as the upper half is still capable of  

        visibly rotating. Once a Beyblade stops spinning, that Beyblade is out of play, and the  

        round ends. Between two Beyblades at the end of a round, the difference of spin must  

        be clear to declare a winner, otherwise the round must be called a tie.  

 

 When is a Beyblade considered knocked-out?  

     A Beyblade is considered out of play once it exits the play area, not when it touches  

        the floor/ground outside of the BeyStadium. The moment a Beyblade exits the play  

        area it is considered out of play.  

 

 A Beyblade exits the play area, but is still sitting on the edge of the BeyStadium.  

     Some BeyStadiums have design features outside of the playing area that Beyblades  

        can become trapped in. If a Beyblade is knocked past the edge where it can feasibly  

        return to the playing area of the BeyStadium, it is considered out of play and the  

        round ends. However, if it continues to spin in an area where it can still re-enter the  

        playing area, it is in-play. It must therefore immediately bounce back into the   

        stadium, otherwise it is deemed out of play.  

 

 One Beyblade stops spinning at the same time another Beyblade is knocked out.  

      If it is indiscernible which Beyblade lost first, the round is a draw.  

 

 A Beyblade starts spinning again after it has stopped.  

     The moment a Beyblade stops spinning, the round ends. Once a Beyblade is  

        considered out of play, it cannot become "in-play" again.  

 

 A Beyblade returns to the BeyStadium after being knocked out of play.  

     Once a Beyblade is knocked out of play, the round ends. Once a Beyblade is  

        considered out of play, it cannot become "in-play" again.  

 

 

BeyBattle Clauses 
 

Re-Shoot Clause 
 

If there is an issue shooting a Beyblade that is clearly caused by a technical issue (e.g. a 

Beyblade falls apart immediately after shooting, a Beyblade is launched weakly due to it 

"slipping" off the Launcher), the Blader may invoke what is known as the Re-Shoot Clause. 

The Re-Shoot Clause must be invoked immediately after the Beyblade is released from the 

Launcher.  

 

At this point, the Blader is free to examine both his Beyblade and Shooter and replace any 

parts as long as they are the exact same model of part. If there is a significant mold 
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variation in the part, the replacement must be of the same mold. If the part’s performance 

can be significantly altered through extensive use (i.e. Rubber Flat), the replacement part 

must have a similar amount of wear. Color variations are negligible. When this clause is 

invoked, the Blader and their opponent may also change their launchers if the Blader 

invoking the Re-Shoot Clause chooses to do so him/herself. The replacement launchers 

must be of the same spin direction as the launcher that their Beyblade was previously 

attached to and of the same strength. Ideally, the replacement should be identical but 

functional. Once the proper adjustements are made, and a judge has approved the switch, 

the Blader is free to test it solo in the BeyStadium. The Blader may only invoke the Re-

Shoot Clause once per BeyBattle, and a maximum of twice during an event.  

 

If external accidental circumstances cause a Blader to mislaunch, such as another player 

involuntarily bumping into them while walking, the judge has the discretionary power to 

restart the round without it costing the affected Blader a Re-Shoot Clause.  

 

In Burst-format tournaments, a relaunch can be invoked an unlimited number of times as 

long as the other aforementioned conditions are respected.  

 

 

Legal Modification 
 

While almost all modifications are considered illegal, there are some modifications you may 

use that are considered legal.  

 

 Painting or clear-coating parts for aesthetic reasons. The coat must be light, non-textured 

and not affect the Beyblade’s performance.  

 

 Many Dual Shooters have a manufacturing fault which prevents them from grasping the 

Bit Protector firmly. To rectify this, you are allowed to use the following modification: 

Unscrew the assembly on the bottom of the launcher to get the black prongs. Warm the 

plastic with hot water, to soften it, then it can be adjusted i.e. pinched. To make it 

permanent, run under cold water, which will set the plastic again.  

 

 Coating the inside of a Launcher with a lubricant.  

 

 Straightening Winders.  

 

 You may exchange the parts between launchers as long as you do not modify the original 

technical design of the launcher.  

 

 Inserting a battery inside a Metal Fight Beyblade system Launcher Grip.  

 

 

BeyStadium Condition 
 

BeyStadiums tend to wear down over time. Cracks on the walls or outside of the play area 

are acceptable if they are repaired with tape attached to the underside of the BeyStadium. 

However, cracks within the playing surface are not acceptable and BeyStadiums with such 

damage are illegal for WBO play.  
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BeyLauncher 
 

Condition 
 

It is widely accepted that the BeyLauncher -- the Metal Fight Beyblade Launcher that has a 

self-rewinding string -- has design flaws that can cause it to break or otherwise perform 

undesirably. The following rulings apply to the BeyLauncher:  

 

 You may use a BeyLauncher with a broken handle.  

 You may not use a BeyLauncher which has a broken prong (the piece that connects to the 

Beyblade).  

 

 

BeyLauncher-L (Left Spin) 
 

The BeyLauncher L is designed to be compatible with left-spin or dual-spin Beyblades only. 

You may not use the BeyLauncher-L to make other Wheels spin counter-clockwise.  

 

 

 

Likewise, for any launchers with a set of single-spin prongs, you may not use left-spin 

prongs for right-spin-only Beyblades, and vice-versa with left-spin-only Beyblades on right-

spin prongs. For instance, L Drago and Lightning L-Drago pertain to the second category. 

Gravity Perseus and VariAres are the only Beyblades of the Metal Fight Beyblade series that 

can use both spin rotations.  
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ZERO-G RULES 
 

 

These are rules that apply specifically to the Zero-G Format, where only Zero-G Stadiums 

are legal.  

 

 

 

 A perfectly flat material such as cardboard with no irregularities in its surface must be 

used below each Stadium. Surfaces which are naturally flat, like laminated wood floors, 

are good by themselves.  

 

 Before each round, the Stadium must be steadied by the judge.  

 

 Players should exhibit strong efforts not to touch the stadium during the launch, or at any 

other moment either.  

 

 Aside from the traditional methods of winning, a Blader has won a match the moment the 

opponent’s Beyblade starts tumbling over, not once its top face touches the stadium floor 

(in case this imbalance actually knocks the other Blader’s combination before the flip is 

over). It is likely that the Beyblade has stopped completing revolutions anyway, at that 

point.  

 

 A Beyblade is considered out of play, notably, once all parts of the Beyblade are no longer 

contained within the Stadium. In the case where a Beyblade gets momentarily stuck in an 

exit and some pieces of it stick out from the hole, the Beyblade is still legally in play -- 

even if a part of the Beyblade touches the ground.  

 

 Beyblades must be launched no higher than thirty centimeters above the Stadium Cover. 

The Stadium Cover is considered legal play area.  

 

 The combination of the F230 Track with either the CF or GCF Bottom is banned in this 

format.  
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LIMITED FORMAT RULES 
 

 

 
 

 

 

The Limited format is a lot like the Standard format, only certain parts are banned! 

 

In this format, you use the same stadium as the Standard format (the BB-10 Attack Type), 

and you can only use parts from the Metal Fight Beyblade generation (also like Standard) 

except for the parts on the ban list. 

 

The goal behind Limited was to create another balanced Metal Fight Beyblade format 

centered around giving older and/or lighter parts a chance to shine, be them your old 

Hasbro Legend Series wheels or your new Crystal Wheels from Zero-G/Shogun Steel! To do 

that, in this format, parts that are either A) too heavy, or B) too powerful for the remaining 

lighter parts are banned. 

 

Because this format is very new, the ban list is still being improved, and might slightly 

change every so often (usually on the first of the month), though for the most part the ban 

list is rather stable and any changes would be minor. To check out the most up-to-date 

discussion behind the ban list (or for more information about the format in general), check 

out the Limited subforum! 

 

The current ban list is on the next page. Remember, this list only applies to Limited 

tournaments; you can still use your favorite Synchroms and Hyperblade wheels in Standard 

and Zero-G tournaments! 
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LIMITED BAN LIST 

v1.3, 5/3/15 
 

In Limited Format Tournaments, you can use all Beyblade parts from the 
Metal Fight Beyblade generation other than the following: 

 

4D/HYPERBLADE 
METAL WHEELS 

 
 Beat [4D] 

 Big Bang [4D] 

 Blitz [4D] 

 Blitz [Hyperblade] 

 Cosmic [Hyperblade] 

 Death [4D] 

 Death [Hyperblade] 

 Diablo [4D] 

 Diablo [Hyperblade] 

 Duo [4D] 

 Fang [4D] 

 Fang [Hyperblade] 

 Flash [4D] 

 Flash [Hyperblade] 

 Fusion [4D] 

 Kreis [4D] 

 Kreis [Hyperblade] 

 L-Drago Destroy Metal Frame [4D] 

 L-Drago Destructor Metal Frame [Hyperblade] 

 L-Drago Guardian Metal Frame [4D] 

 Omega [4D] 

 Phantom [4D] 

 Phantom [Hyperblade] 

 Scythe [4D] 

 VariAres [4D] 

 VariAres [Hyperblade] 

 Wing [4D] 

 Wing [Hyperblade] (from the Nintendo DS game) 

OTHER 

METAL WHEELS 

 

 Basalt/Twisted 

 Hell/Hades 
- NOTE: "Hades" refers to Hasbro's name for the Hell Metal 

Wheel, not the Clear Wheel they renamed Darkhelm 

 Libra [Metal System] 

CLEAR WHEELS 

 Dark Knight/Ronin  

TRACKS 

 BD145  

 SA165  

 E230  

 SP230 

BOTTOMS 

 RDF
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BURST FORMAT RULES 
 

 

The following rules apply only for events of the Burst Format.  

 

 

 

 An unlimited number of Reshoot Clauses can be invoked during a Burst tournament, but 

only two per BeyBattle. This clause can only be called, as per usual, for clear, visible 

technical malfunctions. For example, "My launcher skipped" has to have been obvious to 

the judge.  

 

 In the case of a BeyBattle ending as a tie to the naked eye with one Beyblade bursting 

the other, the round win will be given to the Beyblade that caused the other to 

disassemble. This is refered to as Burst Priority. Judges must pay very close attention 

during all matches, especially in the case of double bursts. This rule only applies of both 

Beyblades came into contact.  

 

 Due to the nature of Burst Beyblades, it is recommended to mark your set of parts in 

order to differentiate yours from your opponent's in the event of a double burst. The 

upcoming rule concerning foreign substances however still applies, therefore it is advised 

to use the stickers and stars underneath the Disks to give your parts your own signature. 

Of course, however, this means that you must respect the legal sticker positioning as 

instructed by TAKARA-TOMY in each Beyblade Starter and Booster product. In other 

words, these are the only placements accepted: for the Layers, follow the sticker guide of 

that specific Layer; for the Disc, apply stickers only on the bottom, outward ring, not 

inner, and ideally just on the embossed stars; for the Driver, only on the small center 

with the embossed letter.  

 

 
 

 

 

Read the complete Burst-format Rulebook here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KQCeY9JVRda9-ob7AeR7cEK-7345qNFvnsfyuhf2hsc/edit#heading=h.mawwm5i814jn
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UNIVERSAL RESTRICTIONS 
 

This section contains activities that are illegal in all WBO play, regardless of which format 

the BeyBattle is played under.  

 

ONLY OFFICIAL TAKARA/TAKARA-TOMY, HASBRO, AND SONOKONG 

BEYBLADES ARE LEGAL FOR WBO PLAY. 
 

Most official Beyblade tops are declared legal by the WBO. However, there are several 

special parts that are not allowed in sanctioned WBO BeyBattles.  

 

 Light Wheels (plastic versions of Metal Wheels that are obtained from Random Booster 

Light Volumes) 

 Gyros Weight Disk (included with Beyblade Bearing Gyros packages) 

 Hidden Spirits Beyblades (any parts, except Salamalyon and Gryffolyon ARs) 

 Electronic Beyblades 

 Remote Control Beyblades 

 Burger King and Kellogg’s Promotional Beyblades (these are considered unofficial) 

 Any Beyblade sideline/promotional product that is not compatible with the mainline 

Beyblade series of tops.  

 

Parts from one system cannot be used with a system they were not designed to be 

compatible with, e.g. using HMS parts with Plastic parts, using an MFB Launcher with a 

Plastic Customize Grip. The same rule applies for parts within the same system which were 

not designed to be voluntarily compatible, such as the Diablo 4D Metal Wheel’s Core.  
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Illegal Modification 
 

The following practices are considered illegal modifications by the WBO. If a Beyblade part 

has been subjected to any of the following treatments, it may not be used in WBO-

sanctioned BeyBattles.  

 

 The addition, application, insertion, etc. of any foreign substance that affects the 

performance of a Beyblade in any way is illegal unless otherwise stated.  

 

 The wearing down of parts in any way that is not natural wear (that is, through regular 

BeyBattle practices).  

 

 The wearing down of parts, even through natural wear, that significantly alters the shape 

or performance of the part.  

 

 The tuning/seasoning of NSK shield bearings. Tuning is a process in which NSK shield 

bearings are stripped of their lubricant using paint thinner or other chemicals to increase 

Stamina capacity. Seasoning is connecting the tip of the shaft connected to NSK shield 

bearings to a motor and making it spin in order to reduce the friction.  

 

 Applying stickers on locations of the Beyblade that are not designed for stickers, e.g. 

around the edge of a Weight Disk or on a Spin Gear to tighten it.  

 

 Any modification of the Launcher or Launcher Grip that affects it in any way that is not 

explicitly approved in the "Legal Modification" section of this guide.  
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PART RULINGS 
 

 

Golden Rule about Absence of Parts 
 

The golden rule is that if there is room for a type of part on your Beyblade, aside from the 

Bit Chip, it is necessary.  

 

 

Part-Type Rulings 
 

 Bit Chip (Plastic) 

     If a Bit Chip is knocked off of a Beyblade during a BeyBattle, you are not to remove it  

        from the BeyStadium. Leave it and allow the BeyBattle to proceed as normal.  

     You are not obligated to use a Bit Chip.  

 

 Attack Rings with Sub-Attack Rings (Plastic) 

     You may not use an Attack Ring that has a slot for a Sub-AR without using a Sub-AR.  

     You may use the Sub-AR from one AR with a different AR.  

 

 Blade Bases with Support Part Slots (Plastic) 

     You may not use a Blade Base that has slots for Support Parts without Support Parts.  

     You may use a different Support Part in each slot.  

 

 Interchanging Blade Base Tips (Plastic) 

     You may not interchange tips from Blade Bases in which the tip is considered to be the  

        same part as the BB. Two examples of this are Driger S’s SG Metal Change and  

        Dragoon S’s SG Storm Grip.  

     You may interchange tips when they are considered to be part of the Spin Gear.   

 

 Weight Disk (Plastic, Heavy Metal System) 

     You may not use more than one Weight Disk.  

 

 Bit Protector (Heavy Metal System) 

     You must use a proper Bit Protector, not a special Bit Protector that was designed to  

        serve another function, e.g. holding the RC of Shining God MS together.  

 

 Customize Weight Disk (Heavy Metal System) 

     You may not use Customize Weight Disks without a plastic part.  
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Beyblade/Part-Specific Rulings 
 

 Magical Ape MS (Gyro Mode) 

     You may not change the metal bearing to an NSK shield bearing.  

     You may change the HMS AR.  

     You may change the Plastic AR.  

     You may not use the three interchangeable Gimmick tips.  

     You must place the Beyblade at the Tornado Ridge of the BeyStadium. If the  

        BeyStadium does not have a Tornado Ridge, you must place it approximately 3 cm  

        from the edge of the BeyStadium wall.  

     Because Magical Ape MS (Gyro Mode) is not shot, but placed, you must be sure to  

        release the Beyblade from your hand onto the BeyStadium floor during the word  

        "shoot!".  

 

 Rubber Weight Core (Round Shell MS) 

     Rubber Weight Core may not be used in Gimmick Mode.  

 

 Battle Change Core (Samurai Changer MS) 

     Battle Change Core may not be used without the plastic CWD part.  

 

 Bunshin Core (Phantom Fox MS) 

     If one part of a Beyblade using Bunshin Core stops spinning but the other continues  

        to, the stopped piece must be left alone. The standard rules for touching the  

        BeyStadium or a Beyblade during a BeyBattle still apply.  

 

 Spin Gear Bearing Version 2 (Wolborg 2) 

     You may insert the rubber tip from Uriel 2’s Grip Change Base into the Spin Gear  

        Casings of Wolborg 2.  

 

 Defense Grip Base (Seaborg) 

     You may invert the rubber tip from Seaborg’s Defense Grip Base in order to use the     

        circular flat rubber base as the tip.  
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BEYPOINTS 
 

 

The scoring system of the WBO is based on BeyPoints.  

 

When you are approved to use the BeyPoints System you start off with a default of 1000 

BeyPoints (BP). When you win a battle, you gain BP. When you lose a battle, you lose a BP. 

The amount of BP won or lost depends on what the difference of BP is between you and 

your opponent as well as the size of the event you are participating in.  

 

BeyPoints are used to estimate the skill level of a Blader. It is assumed that a Blader with a 

high amount of BP is stronger than a Blader with less BP. When a Blader with high BP 

defeats a Blader with low BP, he will not gain much. However, if he loses to a Blader with 

much less BP than him, he will lose a lot of BP.  

 

Only tournaments using the Metal Fight Beyblade and Burst formats get processed in the 

BeyPoints System, with each generation being separated in two different ranks.  

 

 


